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Riding the Waves   

1. Score Base @ 4 ¼” fold and Burnish. 

2. Stamp Wave using Misty Moonlight along the bottom of 3 ½” Basic White. Using Blending Brush go over the rest of 

the White with Balmy Blue ink. 

3. Stamp boat in Misty Moonlight ink and Sails in Coastal Cabana. Punch out using Sailboat Builder Punch. Adhere the 

sales to boat using small bits of glue on top and bottom of sails where they meet the Mast. Set aside. 

4. Die cut clouds using Cloud dies from stamp set. Adhere over the waves towards the top flat. 

5. Die cut Give it a Whirl round wheel, Lay wheel so it sticks out past Night of Navy Layer, Poke hole through middle of 

Wheel through the Night of Navy, insert brad open tines in back. 

6. Place Dimensionals only in the corners of the White piece we stamped the wave, and center over Night of 

Navy…Wheel should stick out from both layers. 

7. Put two magnets together, they will stick to each other…you will pull them apart and place a glue dot on the side they 

were adhered together on one magnet.  With tweezers or Take your Pick Tool squeeze between the two layers, and 

place magnet UNDER the top of the wave you stamped, but on the Wheel below. 

8. Drop the other magnet onto top of wave, on front and it will stick to the one underneath, add a Glue Dot on top and 

adhere boat to Glue dot/magnet right where the sails meet above the bottom of the boat. Now, if you turn the wheel 

the boat will follow the magnet and Ride the Wave! You will adhere entire piece on #10 

9. Run Misty Moonlight piece TWICE through the Splatters Embossing Folder since it is small you will need to do it twice 

to get coverage.  Adhere to Basic White and then adhere to front of card. 

10. Adhere Boat/Wave layer towards top of Embossed layer in #9. 

11. Stamp sentiment in Misty Moonlight on scrap, trim to ½” x 2 ¼” and trim edges at angle. Apply Dimensionals to back 

and place in empty spot under your wave/boat layer. 

12. Stamp inside White adhere to inside. 

Supplies 

Stamps: Let’s Set Sail Bundle, Waves of 

Inspiration Bundle 

Inks: Misty Moonlight, Coastal Cabana, 

Balmy Blue 

Paper: Misty Moonlight 5 ½” x 8 ½”,  

3 7/8” x 5 1/8” 

Night of navy 3 5/8” x 4” 

Basic White 4” x 5 ¼” (x2), 3 ½” x 3 ¾”, 

3 ¾” sq., scrap for boat/sentiment/clouds 

Embellishments: Round & Square Brads 

Tools: Give it a Whirl Dies, Stripes & 

Splatters Embossing Folder, Blending Brush 

 


